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Introduction

Sturm f in 1836 established many fundamental theorems concerning the

properties of solutions of the linear differential equation (1) below, and the

system formed by (1) and the boundary conditions (3), of which the oscillation

theorems of § 1 of the present paper are immediate consequences.

In the special case of periodic conditions MasonJ and Bôcher§ with more

or less generality established an oscillation theorem.

Birkhoff|| extended their work to the general self-adjoint linear boundary

conditions (see (5) and (1)), where, however, he assumed K = 1, and that X

does not enter into the boundary conditions, and established an oscillation

theorem for up(x), the solution corresponding to the pth characteristic

number.

It will be the object of this paper to generalize these results to the most

general real, self-adjoint linear system of the second order, where K and the

coefficients of the boundary conditions are functions of X, by extending

Bôcher's and Birkhoff's methods, % which are based on the application of

Sturm's theorems to this system.**

* Presented to the Society, under a different title, April 26, 1913.

fJournal de mathématiques, vol. 1 (1836), pp. 106-18b.
(Mathematische Annalen, vol. 58 (1904), these Transactions, vol. 7

(1906), pp. 337-360.
§ C o m p t e s Rendus, vol. 140 (1905), p. 928.
|| These Transactions, vol. 10 (1909), pp. 259-270.
% Some of the theorems obtained by Birkhoff have been, worked out independently and

by other methods by Haupt. See Dissertation, " Ueber Oszillalionslheoreme," Teubner,

Leipzig, 1911.   See also  Mathematische  Annalen,  vol. 76 (1914), pp. 67-104.

After a report of my results had been published (see Bulletin of the American

Mathematical Society, vol. 19 (1913), p. 502), the case where if is a function of X

and the coefficients of the boundary conditions are constants, together with the corresponding

system in difference equations was partially treated by Fort, " Linear difference and differential

equations" American Journal of  Mathematics, vol. 39 (1917), pp. 1-26.

** The writing of this paper has been furthered by stimulus and suggestions from Prof essors

Birkhoff and Bôcher, to whom I desire to express my cordial appreciation.
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1. On a sturmian boundary problem

Given the second order linear differential equation,

« i[K^'^d£]-G^'^u = 0'

let us consider the following linear combinations of a function u ( x, X ) and

its first derivative with regard to x, u' ( x, X ),

Li[u(x,\)] = at(X)w(x,X) - ßiCK)K(x,\)u'(x,'K)

(2) (¿ = 0,1),
M¡[u(x,\)] = 7»(X)«(x,X) + 8i(\)K(x,\)u'(x,'K).

By the sets of conditions (A), (B ), for the equation (1) and the linear combi-

nations (2) shall be meant the following.

Conditions (A).

I. K(x,\) and G(x, X) are continuous* real functions of x and X, for all

real values of x in the interval

(X) (a Six Si b)

and for all real values of X in the interval

(A) (Xx<\<£2).\

II. K ( x, X ) is always positive in ( X, A ).

III. Throughout ( A ), the eight coefficients a,, • • •, 5, of (2) are continuous

real functions of X, and

|«i| + I ft I >0,        |y.-| + \8i\ >0.

IV. (i) K and G always decrease (or at least do not increase) as X increases.

(ii) Either /3» = 0, or ßi 4= 0, in which case the quotient a¿//3¿ decreases

(or at least does not increase) as X increases. Also either 0¿ = 0, or 5,- 4= 0,

in which case the quotient y ¡/Si decreases (or at least does not increase) as X

increases.

V. For any arbitrary X, there shall exist an x for which K or G actually

decreases as X increases, unless for this value ßi 4= 0 (or ô» 4= 0) and ai/ßi

(or 7i/5i) actually decreases for this value of X as X increases.

Conditions ( B ).

Such further conditions on the coefficients of the system as will ensure the

correctness of Sturm's Theorem of Oscillation for the system (1), (3). Various

sets of conditions have been worked out by Professor Bôcher in Chapter III,

* The existence and continuity of dK / dx is commonly required, but this is not necessary.

See Weyl, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 68 (1910), p. 221 and Bôcher, these

Transactions, vol. 14 (1913), pp. 412-418.

t In particular, .Ci and Jli may be — » or + » respectively.
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paragraphs 13-15 of his recent book, Leçons sur les Méthodes de Sturm (Paris,

1917).

Consider now the sturmian system consisting of the equation (1) and

conditions

L0[u(a)] = 0,

(3)
M0[u(a)] = 0.

If m (a;, X) is a solution of (1), (different from zero), satisfying the first bound-

ary condition of (3) and if we have either

To     Yi To     7i

5o      8i ôo      8i

if Yo 8i — ôo Yi is not zero in ( A ), and if the expressions involved satisfy ( A ),

then it follows from Sturm's Oscillation Theorem that

M0[u(b)]       and       Mi[u(b)]

change sign when they vanish and their roots separate one another, and also

that the roots of u ( x, X ) decrease as X increases.*

Concerning the sturmian system (1), (3) we have the following results, f

provided (A) and ( B ) are satisfied :

I. There exist an infinite number of characteristic values Í for the system

in ( A ), having a single cluster point at £2.

II. If we arrange these values Xo, Xi, • • • in order of increasing magnitude

and denote the corresponding characteristic functions by Z7o (x), Ui(x), • • •,

then Un ( x ) will vanish precisely n times on a < x < b.

III. If u ( x, X ) be the particular solution satisfying

L0[u(a)] = 0
for which

u(a,\) = 0o(X),       K(a,'\)u' (a,\) = a0(X),

then for x > a

lim K(x,\)u' (x,\) = oo,       lim u(x,\) = <x> ,

..     K(x,\)u'(x,\)
hm --,-r-r- =  oo .
A=il u(x,\)

* Loc. cit., pp. 139, 143.
t See Bôcher, Encyklopädie der mathematischen Wissenschaften, II A, 7a.

X A value X< of X is said to be a characteristic value of a system such as (1), (3), if when

X = X,-, this system has a solution not identically zero. Any such solution is termed a char-

acteristic function.

Trans. Am. Math. Soc. 6
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We may notice that a very important special case of a system satisfying

(A) and (B) is formed by the equation

l[k(x)d£]-[l(x)-lg(x)]u = 0

together with boundary conditions in which the coefficients are constants,

provided &(x)>0,g(x)>0.    The interval (A)is(— », + <»).

If however g changes sign, and /SO, a0 ßo = 0, yo80 = 0, the equation

may be put in the form

d[k(x)dul     [l(x) 1

If the parameter X be replaced by the new parameter X = [ X | the condi-

tions ( A ) and ( B ) are satisfied for the interval ( 0, + oo ) for ( A ). By this

device, due to Bôcher,* the case in which g (x) changes sign can be dealt with.

2. The generalized self-adjoint boundary problem.   Existence of an

infinite set of characteristic values

Consider the system consisting of the differential equation (1) together with

the boundary conditions

L0[u(a)] = M0[u(b)],

(4)
L1[u(a)} = Mi[u(b)],

where L¡ and M¿ are defined by (2). Throughout this paper we shall suppose

that the system (1), (4) satisfies the set of conditions (A), § 1, and that

the conditions (4) do not reduce to the sturmian type for any X, and that

these conditions are self-adjoint

«o ßi — ßo on = ~ ( To ôi - ôo 7i ) •

Now the quantity a0 ßi — ßo «i is never zero in this case, since the condi-

tions (4) are then reducible by linear combination to the sturmian type. By

division of the first equation (4) by this quantity, we may, without loss of

generality or effect upon (A ), (B ), § 1, take

(5) a0 ßi - ßo on = - (y08i - 80yi) = - 1.

We shall consider only real solutions of (1), (4).

Let Uo ( x, X ) and Mi ( x, X ) denote the two linearly independent solutions

of (2) satisfying the conditions

* Cf. Bôcher, Proceedings of The Fifth International Congress of Mathematicians, Cambridge,

England, vol. 1 (1912), p. 173.
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Lo[u0(a)] = 0,       Li[u0(a)] = 1,

(6)
L0[ui(a)] = l,       Li[ui(a)] = 0.

Solving the first two equations, we have

(7) K(a,\)u'0(a,\) = a0(X),       u0(a, X) = ß0 (X);

and solving the second pair,

(8) K(a,\)u[(a,\) = -ai(\),       ux (a, X) = - ft (X).

By ( A ), «o and ß0 may not vanish together, so that (7) and (8) also deter-

mine ua and «i as functions of x, linearly independent for every value of X.

Abel's formula for (1) gives

(9) M0 u[  — Mi u'o =   — Jr.

Also direct computation and simplification by (6) and (9) show that

Lo[uQ]L1[ui] - L0[ui]Li[u0] = - 1,

(10)
M0[u0]Mi[ui] - M0[ui]Mi[u0] = - 1.

Theorem.   A necessary and sufficient condition that there exist a solution u

not identically zero satisfying (4) when X = I is that <j>(l) = 0, where

(11) cp(X) = -2 + Mi[u0(b,\)] + M0[ui(b,'K)].

Proof.   The general solution of (1) is

u(x,\) = Co(\)uo(x,'K) + Ci(\)ui(x,\).

A simple reduction by means of (6) shows that a necessary and sufficient con-

dition that u ( x, X ) not identically zero satisfy (4) is that c0 and ci satisfy

c0{- M0[uo(b)]} +ci{l - M0[ui(b)]} =0,

coil -Mi[u0(b)}} +ci{- Mi[ui(b)]\ =0,

and are not both zero; this is possible if and only if

(12) <¿(X) =
- M0[u0(b)]    1-M0[ui(b)]

1-Mi[u0(b)]       - Milui(b)]
0.

By (10) this reduces to (11).

The equation ib ( X ) = 0 is the characteristic equation, that is, an equation

which has for its roots all the characteristic values and no other roots. We

may note that the quantities c0 and Ci are determined uniquely, except for a

constant multiplier, provided not all the elements of the determinant (12)

vanish. A value, I, for which <t>(l) = 0 but not all the elements of (12)

vanish, is said to be a simple characteristic value.
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If all the elements of (12) are zero, then c0 and Ci are both arbitrary and

there will exist two linearly independent solutions of the system (1), (4). A

value X = /, such that

M0[u?(b)] = 0,       Molui(b)] = 1,
(13)

Mi[uo(b)] = l,       Jfi[tti(fc)] = 0,

is called a double characteristic value.*

Consider the auxiliary sturmian system

L0[u(a)] = 0,

(14)
M0[u(b)] =0.

We shall assume that this system satisfies conditions ( B ) of § 1 in addition

to (A). Let the characteristic values of this system be Xo, Xi, • • •, ordered

so that

Xo *C Xi < X2 • • • .

Existence theorem. // the system (1), (4) satisfies conditions (A), (B),

there exists at least one characteristic value of the system (1), (4) between any

two characteristic values of the auxiliary sturmian system (14).

To prove this we first note that we have already determined uo so as to

satisfy the first of conditions (14), and the only solution which can be so

determined differs from Mo merely by a constant factor. Consequently, the

characteristic values of the system (14) are the roots of the equation

(15) M0[uo(b,\)} = 0.

Hence we have from (10) for X = X,,

Jfo[«i(6,Xi)]Mi[tt0(6,Xi)] = 1       (¿ = o,r,2, •••).

Reducing (11) by means of this last relation, we have

<16> *^ = Wi^^]{1-MilMb'Xi)]]2

so that at X = X,-, <p(\¡) has the same sign as Mi [u0(b, X,)] except when

Mi [u0(b, X,)] = 1, that is when <p(\i) = 0.

We may apply the results of Sturm to the functions M0 [ u0 ( b, X ) ] and

Mi[ui(b,\)], so that these functions must change sign when they vanish

and their roots separate one another, t   Equation (15) taken in conjunction

* Hence at a double characteristic value we have by solving (13),

K (b, 1) u'0(b, I) = yo, Mo (b, I) = - So,

K(b,l)u\(b,l) = -7i,      iti(b,Z)=*i.
tSee§l.
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with this fact establishes that if il/i [ u0 ( b, X ) ] is positive at X0, X2, ■ • • , it is

negative at Xi, X3, • • • or vice versa. Hence <p (X) is positive or zero at X0,

X2, • • • , and negative at Xi, X3, • • • ; or else 4>(\ ) is positive or zero at Xi,

X3, • • •, and negative at Xo, X2, • • • . In either case <p ( X ) has at least one

root between Xp and 'Kp+i. This proves the theorem and carries with it the

existence of an infinite set of characteristic values for the system (1), (4)

under the conditions stated.

3. Some properties of the function <£(X)

In considering the uniqueness of the characteristic values, we shall need

information concerning the behavior of c/>(X) near simple and double char-

acteristic values.

We now introduce the further condition

(C)

(Xo ßo To 80

on ßi Ti 5i

a'o ß'o To 8'g

a[ ß[ Ti 5'i

^0.

This condition is unaltered by linear combination of the two boundary con-

ditions.

Theorem I'. If (A), (B), (C) are satisfied in the vicinity of X = /, a

simple characteristic value, cb ( X ) changes sign in such wise that dcb/dX has the

same sign as M0 [ u0 ( b, X ) ] or — Mi [ ui ( b, X ) ], provided that K, G, a0, ■ • • 81

have continuous derivatives with respect to X of the first order, and for X = I either

Kk or Gk is negative for at least one value of x in a < x Si b.

Theorem IP. 7/ (A), (B), (C) are satisfied in the vicinity of X = I, a

double characteristic value, <pCK) preserves a negative sign, while M0[uo(b,~K)]

and — Mi [ Ui ( b, X ) ] change from positive to negative as X increases through I,

provided that K, G, a0, • • ■ 81 have continuous derivatives with regard to X of the

first two orders, and for X = I either K^ or G> is negative for at least one value

of x in a < x il b.

Theorem I' will be proved if it is shown that d<p/d\ has the same sign as

M0[uo(b,\)] or — Mi [ Mi ( b, X ) ] at X = I. We proceed to compute

dd>/d\. For this purpose, it will be convenient to introduce the following

system of equations :
z' = G(x, X) w,

(17) u' = H(x,p)z,

ai(\)u(a) - ßi(p)z(a) = yt(\)u(b) + 8i(p)z(b)   (i =0,1),

where

H(x,p) = 1/K(x,p).
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If we eliminate z from the equations (17) we obtain

<17') £[*<*.M)g]-G(*.X)«-0,

Li{u(a)] = 3f,-[«(6)] (¿ = 0,l),

where by L0, Li, M0, Mi are denoted the same expressions as in (2) save that

jSo(X), j8i(X), 50(X), 5i(X) are replaced by ßo(p), ßi(p), 80(p), 8i(p)

respectively. Evidently if we write X = p, the equations (17') become pre-

cisely (1), (4).

If now we define uo(x;\, p), «i(x;X, p) as the solutions of the first

equation (17') satisfying modified conditions like (7), (8),

K(a,\)u'a(a;\, p) = a0(\), Uo(a;~K,p) = ß0(p),

K(a,\)u'i(a;\, p) = - <*i(X),       Ui(a;\, p) = - ßi(p),

and if, as in (11), we define

<MX,m) = Mi[u0(b;\,p)] + M0[u1(b;\,tt)] - 2,

then we have clearly

d^(X)_|"30(X,M)     d4>(\,ß)~]

dk        L      d\      +      dp      J,=x'

in consequence of the obvious identity 0 (X) = <^>(X,X).

If, moreover, we write

2o(x;X,m) = K(x,p)u'a(x;\,p),       zi(x;\,p) = K(x, p)u[ (x; X, p),

it is seen that (Uo, z0) and (Ui, Zi) may be defined as the solutions of the

first two equations (17) which fulfil the further conditions

z0(a;\,p) = a0(X), u0(a;k,p) = ß0(p),

Zi(a;X, p) = - ai(X),       Ui(a;\, p.) = - ßi(p).

We may now give 4> ( X, p ) the form :

<p(\, p) = yi(\)u0(b;\, p) + 8i(p)z0(b;\, p)

+ 7o(X)«i(6;X,/li) + So(p)zi(b;\,p) - 2.

By virtue of the symmetry in u and z on the one hand, and in X and p on the

other, in these equations and in (17), it will be necessary to compute merely

dd)/d\ to obtain d<t>/dp. For then replacing \ by p, G by H, a¡ by — ß}-,

7¿ by 83-, Ui by zy ( i 4= j ), we shall have d<f>/dp.

It is worth noting that the equations (5) may be used in simplifying d<p/d\
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for X = p, since these remain unaltered if a» be replaced by — ßj, y{ by 8}-,

ßi by - ay, and 5¿ by y¡.

Now we have

dd> dui(b) dzi(b) du0(b) dz0(b)
(18) ^~7o~9X- + 5o~äx~~ + 7l^)T + Sl~d>r

+ y'oUi(b) + TÍ uo (b),

where the accent indicates differentiation with respect to X, and the argu-

ments X, p are omitted in u0, z0, Ui, zi, y0, yi, 8o, 8i. If we differentiate the

first two equations (17) for m = Mo with regard to X, we obtain

(19) ^[k(x, p)^]- G(x,\)-£¡ = G,(x,\)u0.*

We may also notice that du0/d\ satisfies the initial conditions

dup(a) dzp(a) d    ,
dX     = °> -g^~ = K (a, p)-^u0 (a) = aD(X).

The equation (19) is a linear, non-homogeneous equation of the second order.

If the right hand side is replaced by zero, m0 and Mi are two linearly independent

solutions of the resulting homogeneous equation. Lagrange's Method of

Variation of Parameters yields as the general solution

dup(x) =   fxUo(x)ui(t) -ui(x)u0(£) Ga(S)mq(S)

d\ J. tto(É)uí(£) -Ui(€)«í(É)    K(Ü,p)
¿S

+ Co(\)uo(x) + Ci(\)Ui(x) ,

which, after simplifying by (9) and solving for C,- to satisfy the initial condi-

tions, becomes

(20) dX =_J    [M°(a;)Ul(^ ~~ ui(x)uo(k)]GK(^)uo(^)di

— ßla0u0(x) — ßoaoui(x).

Also by differentiating as to x and multiplying by K ( x, p ), we find

(21) dJvr]   ,x= ~ jf'l«*^)"»«) - Si(*)«o(l)]G*(S)«o(É)#

- ßxa'oZo(x) - ß0a'0zi(x).

In exactly similar fashion, we determine

"ET]      À=   -f"[Wo(x)M1(?)   -Ui(x)Uo(ï)\GK(t)Ul(ï)dt
dui

(22)
+ ßia[ u0(x) + ßoa'i Ui(x),

, „      dG (x,\) . aK(s, M)

G*=     ax     '     ** = —ai—
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(23) ^jt] u"-jf !«•(*)«»(*)-*»(af)«««(€)ïfll*<*)",,»(i)*

+ j3i«i z0(x) + ßoot[ Zi(x).

By means of (18), (20), (21), and (22) we may write

äx]    k= ~ fa '^M^u°^h^Ul^ - Mo[ui(b)]uo(t))GK(t)ui(t)dt

+ y'oUi(b) + y{ u0(b)

-  f {Mi[uo(b)]ui(0 - Jfi[t*i(&)]«o(€)}GA(í)«o(É)#
va

+ {M0[u0(b)]ßia[ +Mo[ui(b)]ß0a[

- Mi[u0(b)]ßia'o - Mi[ui(b)]ß0a0}.

We may write out d<p/dp from symmetry, and combining for p = X with

d<p/d\, we obtain

~ = -  fbF[u1a),Uo(mG,a)d^
(24) Ä Jo „>

-     ^[«Í(€),«í(€)]^(í)d€ + A,
•/a

where

F[s,t] = Mo[u0(b)]s2 + {ifi[«o(6)]- Afo[tti (&)]}*< - ^i[wi(&)]<2,

and

Ä = Jf0[«o(6)](«il8i - «itf) + Mi[«o(6)](aij8; - ft ai)

+ JM«i(&)](aí 0o - <*oß\) - ^i [«i (6)] (a'oßo - aoß'o)

+ 7Í uo(b) + 8[ zo(b) + y'oUi(b) + 8'0Zi(b).

If a0 • • • 5i are all constants, then R = 0, and d<f>/d\ reduces to the sum

of two integrals, each of which has an integrand whose first factor is a quad-

ratic form.   The common discriminant of these forms is

D = \Mi[uo(b)\ -M0[uL(b)}}2 + l-Mo[u0(b)]Mi[ui(b)].

From (10) we have

M0[uo(b)]Mi[ui(b)} = -l + M0[u1(b)]M1[uo(b)]
or

D= {Mo[mi(&)] + Mi[mo(&)]}2-4.

The discriminant breaks up into two factors, one of which is precisely <p (X)

by (11).   Hence at X = I the discriminant vanishes.

Now at a simple value, not all the coefficients of the quadratic forms can
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vanish (see (10) and (13)); furthermore, m0 and Mi are linearly independent.

Hence the first factors of the integrands will vanish only at isolated points of

the interval a<a;=i6forX = L But either Gx or K^ is negative for at

least one value of x in a < x Si b, and zero when not negative. Hence the

sign of dd>/d\ is that of Mi[ui(b)] or — M0[m0(¿>)] when a0 • • ■ 5i are

constants.

Now suppose that ao ■ • • 81 are functions of X. Let us determine under

what conditions R will have the same sign as that of the two integrals of (24).

A necessary condition that the last line of R be expressible in the form

C0M0[u0] +D0Mi[u0] +DLMQ[ui] + CiMi[ui]
is that

TÍ = Co To + 7>o Ti,

ôi = Co 80 + Do 81,

To = 7>i 70 + Ci 71,

50 = 7>i So + Ci 5i,
whence solving we have

Co = Ti 5i — 71 8¡,       Ci = 7o Sí, - y'080,

Do = 70 5i - 7! 80,       Di = 7Ó 81 - 71 50.

Since D0 = — 7>i by (5), and since the coefficients of M0[ui(b)] and

Mi [ M0 ( b ) ] in the first two lines of R are equal for the same reason, we have

R = etMi[ui} + ®{M0[ui] -Mi[u0]}-eM0[uo],

where

«H«¿(s)+«á(?)}'
« = (a'oßi-aiß'o) + (y'0 81 - yi 80),

The coefficients €1 and S are positive or zero in consequence of (^4), § 1.

But we have
M0[ui] + Mi[u0] = 2

at X = I.    Combining with (10) we find

M0 [ Ml ]  - Mi [ M0 ]  =   ± 2 V- M0 [ Mo] Ml [Mi] .

Let m2 = ± Mi [ Mi ] and v2 = =F M0 [ m0 ] ; then it is clear that

R = ± [6tu2 + 2®uv + ev2].
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The necessary and sufficient condition that this quadratic form be semi-

definite is that
ae- sí2so,

which may be written

(D')
«o ß'o - ßoa'o + 7o S'o - 80 70    «o ßl - ßo al + y0 S[ — 80 yl

oil ß'o - ßi do + 7i So - 5i 7Ó   «i ßl - ßia'i + 71 S¡ - 81 y[
0,

since differentiation of (5) shows that the second element of the first row of

this determinant is equal to $S .

The determinant in (D') may be written in the form

a0 ßo

do ß'o

CCI ßl

otó ß'o

7o 5o

7Ó 80

7i 5i

7Ó So

I «o ßo

I «ó ß'o

7o 50

7Í S¡

«o ßo

«'1 ß'i

ai    ßi

«; ß'i

ai    ßi

al    ßl

7i    Si

70    S'0
+

7o    So

7Í    5¡

7i    5i

7Í%  S¡

«o    0o

a',    ß'i

ai    ßi

al    ß[

«i 0i
«i 0Í

7o So

70 S„

«o 0o

a\ ß\

+

+

7o

Je

So

5Í

«0      00

a'o    ß'o

7i    Si

7o   su

71 Si

7Í S[

7i Si
7í s;

«i 0i
a'o ßo

7o    So

7Í   s;

But by expanding by Laplace's development we have

«o 0o «o 0o
«i ßi ai ßi

a'o ßo a'o ß'o

a{ ß[ a[ ßl

= 2 «o    0c
«i    0i

a'o    ß'o

a\    ß[

«0    0o

a'o    ß'o

«l    0i

al    ßl

+

But since the system is self-adjoint,

«o    0o

al    ßl
«i    0i
a'o    ßo

= 0.

Also

Hence

(D')   -

7o So

7i Si

«o 0o
«i 0i

«ó    0ü
al    ßl

70    S
7Í    S

«0 0o

«1 ßl

7o So

7I s;

«1 01

aó 00

7i Si

70 So

7o    S0

7i    Si

+

a'o ßo
al ßl

«0 0o

a'o ßo

«o    0o

«i    ßi

7i    Si

7Í    Sl

7Ó 50
7Í Sl

ao ßo

«'. 0'i

+

«o    ßo

a'o    ß'o

7o    So

70    So

«i    0i I
«1    0i|

ai    0

al    0

7i    Si
y\   s;

7o    80

7i    Si

7i    Si
70   so

«i    0i I
a'o    ß'o\

7o    So

7i    Si
SO.
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But this is the Laplace development by the first two columns of the determinant

«o    ßo    7o    50

«i    ßi    7i    Oi

Oio    ßo    7o    Oo

a[    ß[    y¡    8{

which reduces (D') to (C).

Hence if ( G ) is satisfied, R, and also d<p/dX, has the same sign as Mi [ Mi ( b ) ]

or — Mo [ M0 ( b ) ] at X = I. If X = I is a simple characteristic value, it follows

that d> ( X ) changes sign at X = I, having for X > I the same sign as Mi [ Mi ( b ) ]

or — M0 [ M0 ( b ) ], and for X < I the opposite sign, at least if the functions

K, G, a0, ■ • • , 8i have continuous derivatives with regard to X. Thus

Theorem I' is proved.

The first part of Theorem II' will be proved if we show that d2 <p/d\2 is

negative at a double value. The formula obtained above for d<p/d\ shows

that dtb/d\ vanishes at a double value X = I'm consequence of equations (13).

Also, if we differentiate the second identity (10) twice as to X, we obtain at

such a value

d2 Mp [ M! ]        d2 Mi [ M0] _ dM0[M0] dM^Mt] _ dM0[Mi] dMi [ Up ]

ax2    +    ax2     ~    ax        ax ax        ax    '

But the left-hand member of this equation is precisely d2 <p/d\2 while the

right-hand member can be evaluated explicitly by use of (20), (21), (22), (23).

Hence at such a double value we have

5|= - jf jVm^U) +fWi)gl(v) +f2(è)gi(v) +fï(v)g2U)

-fd;)9(ï)f(v)9(v)-fitt)gi(m(v)gi(v)

-2f(t)g(¡í)fi(v)9i(ri)]diídv + R,
where _

/ = M0V-GA,       fi = u'o^-KK,

g = Mi -vi- Gk,       gi = MÍ V- 7ÍA,

R= -(ae-®2) - (Eo + Fo)(- £g2tt)dt - £ g\(ï)di^

_(E1 + F1)(-jr/!(l)dí-jT/Í(£)^),

E¡ = a'ißi - at ß'i,       Fi = y'i 5¿ — 7, 5Í.

Now by (^4), § 1, the quantities GK, Kx, Ei} F i are negative or zero, so

that R is negative or zero.
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It remains to determine the sign of the integral terms in d2 <p/dk2. By

interchanging the variables of integration in the proper manner, these terms

take the form

-\£ fa{[ftt)g(ri) -f(v)g(i;)\2 + [fi(t)gi(v) -fi(v)9itt)Y

+ 2[/(É)0i(u)-/i(u)jr(î)T}a&*iî,

which is negative, since either / and g or f and t/i are linearly independent.

It is obvious, therefore, that d2 <p/d\2 is negative at a double characteristic

value.    Hence <p ( X ) preserves a negative sign at a double value.

Finally, we observe that a direct computation of dM0 [ u0 ( b, X ) ]/d\ and

dMi [ui (b, X)]/d\ at such a double value, I, using (13), (20), (21), (22), (23)

yields for X = I,

dM0[u0(b,\)]

d\

dMi[ui(b,\)]

d\

= f/2(£)^ + f ?(!;)#-(Eo + Fo),

= - f/î(«)dÎ- /%?(€)#+ ̂ i +ft.
va va

These expressions are positive and negative, respectively, which proves the

second part of Theorem II'.

We proceed to state and prove the above theorems in a more general form,

after introducing the condition

(C)

«o

«i

Aa0

ßo

ßi

A0o

7o

7i
A70

So

Si

ASo

Aai    A/3i    A71    A5i

SiO.

Theorem I.   If (A), (B), (C) are satisfied in the vicinity of X = I, a

simple characteristic value, <f> (X) changes sign in such wise that

¿(l + AX)

AX

A0
AX

has the same sign as M0 [ uo ( b, X ) ] or — Mi [ Ui ( b, X ) ].

Theorem II. If (A), (B), (C) are satisfied in the vicinity of X = I, a

double characteristic value, <f> ( X ) preserves a negative sign, while Ma [ uo ( b, X ) ]

and — Mi ]ui ( b, X ) ] change from positive to negative as X increases through I.

Suppose that Theorem I did not hold for the case where the derivatives

fail to exist. For instance, suppose that <p ( X ) did not have the specified

sign at X = I -\- AX > I.
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Consider modified values of K, G, ao • • • o\ as follows:

K(x,\) = K(x,l)+^-^-[K(x,l + A\) -K(x,l)},

G(x,\) = G(x,l) +{~^[G(x,l + A\) -G(x,l)],

(25) ÍX - I)
äo(X) =ao(l)+K—^'[ao(l + A\) -a0(l)],

5i(X) = 8i(l)+)^[8i(l + A\) -8i(l)}.

The system with the modified coefficients will satisfy all the conditions as to

derivatives and will coincide with the given system for X = I and for X = I

+ AX. Let Mo, Mi denote the two linearly independent solutions of the

system (2), (6), whose coefficients are defined by (25). Let cf> (X) = 0 be the

characteristic equation for this system. Now it is clear that <p (I) = <p(l) =0

and <p(l-\-A\) = tp (I-\-A~K). The above conclusion holds for 0(X), so

that at \ = I, <f> changes sign and for X > I, 0(X) has the same sign as

Mi [ Mi ( b ) ] or — Mo [ Mo ( b ) ]. By hypothesis, however, d> (X ) does not

have this sign at X = I + AX. Hence tf>(\) must vanish in the interval

(I, I + AX) for AX arbitrarily small, i. e., <j>(l') =0, where I < I' < I + AX.

But by Theorem I, for two successive values for which <p (X ) = 0, M0 [ Mo ( b ) ]

and Mi [ mi ( b ) ] must vanish in (1,1'):

M0[m0(6,Xi)] = 0,       Mi[mi(6,X2)] = 0    (KXi,X,<I').

M0[mo(M)] =0,       Mi[ui(b,l)] = 0,

since M0 [mo ( b, X ) ] and Mi [ Mi ( b, X ) ] are continuous functionals of K, G,

äo, • • • , 8i and since for AX = 0, these reduce to K, G, a0, • • • , 5i respec-

tively.*

Combining these equations with the equation <p(l) = 0 and (10), we find

further that
Mi[uo(b,l)] = 1,       M0[ui(b,l)] = l,

i. e., X = I is a double characteristic value contrary to hypothesis.

For X < I, a similar discussion may be made.

In order to prove Theorem II, consider the system with the modified coef-

ficients (25), which satisfies the condition as to derivatives required by The-

orem IP. The values of K, G, ao, • • • , Si, coincide with those of K, G,

«o, • • • , Si respectively at the double value X = / and at X = I + AX.

* Cf. Bôcher, these Transactions,  vol. 3 (1902), p. 208.
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Let <p (X) = 0 denote the corresponding characteristic equation so that

<p(l) =1(1),       <A(/ + AX) =0(Z + AX).

If <j> (X) does not preserve a negative sign in the vicinity of I, we may assume

that </> ( I + AX ) is positive or zero. Hence </> (X ) must vanish for V inasmuch

as X = ¿"is a double value for (25) and d2 <p/d\2 is negative at X = I. At the

first value I' of X ( I' > 1 ) for which 4> ( X ) vanishes, it is clear that d<j>/d\ =\ 0

since <f>(\) is negative in the vicinity of I. Therefore, as we have seen,

Mi [ Mi ( b, X ) ] is negative for X greater than but nearly equal to I. Hence

this function vanishes between I and I'. This leads to a contradiction for AX

sufficiently small just as in the proof of Theorem I.

Likewise if M0 [ u0 ( b, X ) ] or Mi [ Ui ( b, X ) ] have not the stated sign near a

double value of X, we consider M0[üo(b,\)] or Mi[üi(b,\)] and prove

that these functions vanish between I and I + AX where AX is arbitrarily

small.    Then, by allowing AX to approach zero, we are led to a contradiction.

Thus Theorems I and II are established.

4. On conditions sufficient for uniqueness

We are now ready to state a theorem concerning the uniqueness of the

characteristic values.

Theorem Concerning Uniqueness. For a system (1), (4), satisfying (A),

(B), (C), there exists one and only one characteristic value between every pair

of characteristic numbers of the auxiliary sturmian system (1), (3). i/X0, Xi,

X2, • • • are the ordered characteristic numbers of this system (1), (3), and l0, h,

l2, ■■■ are the ordered characteristic numbers of the system (1), (4) (account

being taken of their multiplicity), the following cases are possible:

la: A < Xo Si Jo < Xi < h Si X2 Si k < Xg < h <-€i,

If,: A < lo Si Xo Si h < Xi < h Si X2 Si h < ■ ■ • A,

II0: A < h < Xo < h Si Xi Si h < X2 < h = X3 Si • • • A,

II6: A < Xo < h S Xi Si h < X2 < k =\ Xs Si h < ■ • • A-

The conditions for these cases are respectively :

Ia: Mi[u0(b,-Ko)]>0,        <¡>(A + e)>0,

Ib: Mi[uo(b,\o)]>0,       <f>(A + t)<0,

IIa: M1[uo(b,\o)} <0,        <p(A + e)>0,

II6: ¿fi[tt0(6,Xo)] <0,        <p(A + e)<Q.

Proof.    Case I.    If Mi [u0(b,~K0)] > 0, then by (16), d> is positive or zero
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at Xo, X2, X4, ■ • • and <¡> is negative at Xi, X3, • • • . Hence there exist at least

two values (h, l2) in each double interval (X2p_i, X2p+i) such that

X2j,-i < ¿i Si X2p Si l2 < h2p+2.

If there were additional values U in a double interval, there would be at

least two more, or four in all, since <¡>(\2p-i) and <p(\2p+l) have the same

sign. If we suppose that there is no double value, then at least two simple

values must fall within (X2p_i, X2p) or (X2p, X2p+i) and at two successive such

values A0/AX has opposite signs. However, by Theorem I of § 3, A0/AX

would have the same sign as — M0 [ u0 ( b, X ) ] at both of these values. This

is impossible, since the sign of M0 [uo(b,\)] does not change in this interval.

Suppose now that a double value exists, necessarily for X = X2j) by (13).

Since <t> (X2p-i) and <f> (X2p+i) are both negative and </> (X) is negative near X2p

by Theorem II, § 3, there will be, if there are other roots in (X2p_i, X2p+i),

two simple roots lying in one of the intervals (X2p_i, X2p ) or (X2p, \2p+i ). But

this has already been proved impossible.

To complete the discussion of Case I, it needs only to be shown that if

<p(A + e) >0,we are led to a single value l0 of I in the interval (A, Xi)

such that Xo = Zo = Xi, while if <p ( A + « ) < 0, we are led to two roots l0, h,

such that A < h = Xo Si h < Xi. For then we have Case I0 and Case I&

respectively.

When <p ( A + e ) > 0, suppose first that <j> ( X0 ) > 0. There is one and

only one root in (X0, Xi) since A<p/Äk has one and the same sign at all such

roots which are simple. And there is no root in (A, X0), for if there were

one root, there would necessarily be two which is clearly impossible. Thus

we have Case Ia.

The possibility <f> (X0) = 0 may be excluded. For in this case X0 would be a

double value by (10), (11), and (16). Also d> (X) is negative near X0 by The-

orem II, § 3. Hence there must be a simple characteristic value for X < Xo

at which A0/AX is negative. Consequently by Theorem I, § 3, M0 [ u0 ( b, X ) ]

is negative for this value. However, by Theorem II, § 3, M0 [u0(b,\)] is

positive near X0 for X < Xo, so that M0 [u0(b,\)] changes sign for X < X0,

which is impossible.

When 4> ( A + « ) < 0, we may apply precisely the same reasoning to the

interval ( A, Xi ), as we have done to ( X2p-i, X2p+i ) to prove that there are

two roots lo, h restricted as in Case lb-

Case II.   If Mi [ u0 ( b, X ) ] < 0, then by (16), <p is negative at X0, X2,

and <j> is positive or zero at Xi, X3, • • • .    It follows exactly as in Case I, that

there exist two values I', I", in each double interval ( X2p, X2p+2 ) such that

X2p < /  = X2p+i Si í    < A2p_|-2 •
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If <j> ( £i + e ) < 0, we have Case II&, since there are no characteristic values

in ( £1, Xo ). If <p ( -A + e ) > 0, we have only the possibility of a single

characteristic value l0 < Xo, and Case II„ arises.

On the basis of the foregoing Uniqueness Theorem, we can at once state the

following Oscillation Theorem in the form of a corollary.

Corollary. If the system (1), (4) satisfies ( A ), (B), (C) ,the characteristic

function Up(x) belonging to the pth characteristic value will vanish p — 2, p — 1,

p,p + l,orp-|-2 times on a < x < b.

Proof. For the system (1), (14), the auxiliary sturmian characteristic

values, Xp, are given by

Mo[m0(6,X)] = 0.

The Uniqueness Theorem states that lp lies on the interval (Xp_i, Xp+i).

Now by Sturm's Oscillation Theorem for the system (1), (14), M0(a;,Xp)

vanishes exactly p times on a < x < b and so m0 ( x, X ) will vanish p — 1,

p, or p + 1 times on a < x < b for Xp_i Si X Si Xp+i, or Mo ( x, lp ) will have

p — 1, p, or p + 1 zeros on this same interval of the ¡r-axis. But the zeros

of up (x) and Mo (x, lp) separate one another or else coincide, so that up(x)

will have on a < x < b either p — 2, p — l,p,p-r-l,orp + 2 zeros.

Austin, Texas


